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Hilko Swank (1986) graduated from the Coornhert Gymnasium in Gouda in 
2004. To improve his English and skiing skills, he was thereafter enrolled as 
a student at the Colorado Mountain College in the United States. 
In 2005 he started medical school at the University of Amsterdam. At the 
same time, he continued his former rowing career at the Amsterdam Rowing 
Club Nereus. 
By the time of finishing his doctorates degree with the research presented in 
chapter 1 (2009), he felt as if clinical internships might jeopardise his rowing 
ambitions. It was at that time that professors Bemelman and Lange initiated 
the Ladies trial, and proposed him to coordinate this multicenter trial as a 
PhD student for a three year period. The present thesis is the result of his 
labour in this period. 




